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FIRMAMENTO
Brazilian artist born in Sao Paulo and living in Milan, Debora Hirsch
nourishes her research with scientific knowledge acquired during her
engineering studies. She develops a metaphysical approach to art
where different realities are intertwined.
Drawing from archives, antique books, social network and data found
on the Internet, her works bring forth stunning combinations of
scattered universes revealing hidden realities, such as the influence
of media and technology in our modern societies.
For her first personal exhibition at Galerie Dix9, Debora Hirsch presents a
body of new works from a project called Firmamento, consisting of paintings,
videos and «mirror objects». This project is focused on the relationship
between the colonization of Brazil and digital colonialism, displaying similar
procedures -distraction, schemes and even lies-, instruments of manipulation,
homogenization, surveillance and control.

Other elements relating to power and repression (such as boots worn by
settlers, or fragments of abusive phrases) are incorporated into the most
recent works. Decontextualized, the shoes are associated with pedestals often
used to magnify the colonial presence, but they are not above, they float
somewhere under the pedestals. There are also fragments of colonial imagery
about the indigenous populations, depicting barbecues of human beings!
The mirror objects offer a new dimension to digital colonialism: the image
offered to the viewer interacts with his very image, an image reflected by
the mirror. The mirror presented in the exhibition is composed of subliminal
sentences that appear surreptitiously unveiled. And they challenge us.
In «Firmamento», Debora Hirsch reveals the dark side of our modern societies.

The term «Firmamento» refers to the biblical meaning: the «structure» that
overhangs the sky, which the artist conceives as a large and solid dome. In
this project, still in development, Debora Hirsch seeks to create an idyllic
and balanced coexistence between seemingly unrelated worlds, both in time
and space, in order to unveil hidden realities, subtle connections and even
similarities. Her research focuses on the possible relations between the
colonial period in America -particularly in Brazil- and the digital colonialism
that reigns in the contemporary world. The result is images that are both
harmonious and complex, born of an erudite and poetic construction
from scattered and decontextualized elements: fragments of landscapes,
architectural details, traces of traditional decorative motifs that unconsciously
recall the microscopic life, scientific representations, decoded elements of
digital language, algorithms, and elements borrowed from American colonial
imagery.
Each painting, beyond its aesthetic harmony, is to be analyzed, even decoded:
the presence of a river recalls the way used by the Portuguese to penetrate
the country in search of gold. The gold, represented elsewhere by its color,
explains the abundant immigration of Portuguese to Brazil and also the ‘import’
of numerous African slaves.
This penetration is paralleled in the video Firmamento by the progressive
invasion of algorithms on the image of the Navy Palace in Lisbon. The
algorithms come from a real caption, almost a ready made, which the artist
has combined to penetrate the image of a tropical forest in Brazil, and then an
arid zone in Europe.

Iconography of Silence, 2019, video, Ipad, 38,2x31,5 cm

SOMEWHERE UNDER A VAST SOLID DOME
This new solo exhibition of the Brazilian artist Debora Hirsch in Paris will
present two new projects - a series of works titled Firmamento and the film
installation Iconography of Silence. These multi-part works utilize a variety of
mediums and techniques, including film, photography, painting, sound, and
digital algorithms
New technologies have the ability to reshape our worldview and everyday
interactions. In the current knowledge economy, a small number of companies
dominate the internet, and by default determine the ways we interact and
access information online globally. Critics of this dynamic have called it “digital
colonialism.” Firmamento and Iconography of Silence approach this topic
through the lens of surveillance, and the ways in which “neutral” technologies
can be political or exert violence on communities and individual users.

Firmamento and Iconography of Silence inform each other. While one is soft
and poetic the other one is brutal and disturbing, almost violating emotions of a
viewer. They explore the way that structures of power can be subtle, insidious,
and invisible, as well as brutal. Debora Hirsch’s visual language deliberately
invites us to rethink our actions and existence, inviting us to not live under
glass bell or a solid dome
Text by Lara Pan*

In Firmamento, Hirsch draws from her archive of images from the European
colonialist period in Brazil—buildings, paintings, drawings, engravings, objects,
vases, tapestries—and combines them with visualizations from the algorithms
that manage and control our data online. In Hirsch’s words, she uses these
visualizations “as a surveillant and ubiquitous presence vis a vis the Colonial
structures.” In this poetic way, she links the idea of Digital Colonialism to
the long history of colonial oppression and violence, drawing attention to the
subtle architectures that shape our understanding of culture and history.
			
Aside from her research engaging digital colonialism, I would like to mention
the importance of language as a coded system in Debora’s work. The roots
of the word Firmamento has its own significance—in biblical cosmology, the
firmament is the all-encompassing structure above the atmosphere of Earth,
conceived as a vast solid dome—representative of a belief system imposed
on colonized peoples by European explorers from Portugal and a broader
restructuring of their concept of reality. Similarly, in Iconography of Silence,
the words are chosen for the abuse they inflict on their subjects, though on a
more intimate, one-to-one level.
Iconography of Silence addresses intimate violence between partners,
projecting abusive phrases and chilling scenes captured on security cameras
onto a mirror. The viewer, reflected in the mirror, is placed into a digital
landscape and implicated in the scene. They must wrestle with their past
experiences and personal relationship to the content; Iconography of Silence
is a powerful work about any form of abuse.

Firmamento, 2019, video and animation, 6’
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